
Building Predictable Patient Volume
 with The Smart Chiropractor

Case Study:
Mike Mills, DC

Practicing since 2002
Kittaning, PA 

Practice:
•Two Docs

•3 Assistants

•Subluxation-Based

•Acute to Wellness Care

•Taping, Cold Laser,
Supplements

Website:
millschiropractic.com

Summary: 
Dr. Mike Mills, of Mills Chiropractic in Kittaning, PA understood 
that digital marketing was important. He previously had 
posted on his Facebook page and even shot a few videos, 
but couldn’t stay consistent and had difficulty gaining traction. 
Since become a member of The Smart Chiropractor he’s 
been growing by 15-20% year after year.

About the Practice: 
Mills Chiropractic has been serving patients since 2002. They 
are a multi-doctor practice with a focus on musculoskeletal 
conditions and helping their patients stay well through 
wellness care. They provide chiropractic care, taping, cold 
laser, at-home rehab recommendations, and nutritional 
supplements. 

The Challenges: 
Creating content consistently was a challenge for Dr. Mills 
before The Smart Chiropractor. His content marketing was, 
“a hodgepodge, I’d come up with ideas on the spot and then 
just throw them out there.” By not having a clear strategy 
approach he struggled to stay top of mind with his 
community. He says, “It was challenging to stay consistent 
across my screens, my social channels and emails.” Because 
of this, he was not able to efficiently and effectively market 
his practice. 

The Solution: 
Since becoming a member of The Smart Chiropractor, Dr. 
Mills has been thrilled with the service and results. He 
appreciates having an organized system that produces a 
constant message and story that his audience can relate to 
and connect with. He believes the days of not needing a 
consistent digital marking service are over. “It’s how people 
communicate and how we share our story.” Sharing his story 
consistently with The Smart Chiropractor has produced some 
fantastic results for Dr. Mills.

The Results: 
Dr. Mills attributes his practice’s growth to what he’s doing 
with The Smart Chiropractor. Our systems have enabled him 
to have a simple solution to increase his new patients as well
as generate predictable reactivations. Dr. Mills closely monitors 
his patient retention and currently estimates that 85% of his 
new patients are re-activations from previous patients. This 
helps him have consistent, compounding practice growth. 

I attribute my growth to 
what I’m doing with The 
Smart Chiropractor.“

Get Started!
Request a discovery
call- speak with one

of our Success
Specialists!

https://thesmartchiropractor.com/watch-demo/


Join The Smart Chiropractor!
Market you practice with the click of a button

Building Predictable Patient Volume
 with The Smart Chiropractor

“
TSC is an organized system that produces a consistent 
message and story that people can relate to and connect 
with. Everything comes down to taking action. Knowledge 
with action is power. The purpose of knowledge is to 
take action. 

Summary: 
Dr. Mike Mills, of Mills Chiropractic in Kittaning, PA understood 
that digital marketing was important. He previously had 
posted on his Facebook page and even shot a few videos, 
but couldn’t stay consistent and had difficulty gaining traction. 
Since become a member of The Smart Chiropractor he’s 
been growing by 15-20% year after year.

About the Practice: 
Mills Chiropractic has been serving patients since 2002. They
are a multi-doctor practice with a focus on musculoskeletal
conditions and helping their patients stay well through 
wellness care. They provide chiropractic care, taping, cold 
laser, at-home rehab recommendations, and nutritional
supplements. 

The Challenges: 
Creating content consistently was a challenge for Dr. Mills 
before The Smart Chiropractor. His content marketing was, 
“a hodgepodge, I’d come up with ideas on the spot and then 
just throw them out there.” By not having a clear strategy
approach he struggled to stay top of mind with his 
community. He says, “It was challenging to stay consistent 
across my screens, my social channels and emails.” Because 
of this, he was not able to efficiently and effectively market 
his practice. 

The Solution: 
Since becoming a member of The Smart Chiropractor, Dr. 
Mills has been thrilled with the service and results. He 
appreciates having an organized system that produces a 
constant message and story that his audience can relate to 
and connect with. He believes the days of not needing a 
consistent digital marking service are over. “It’s how people 
communicate and how we share our story.” Sharing his story
consistently with The Smart Chiropractor has produced some 
fantastic results for Dr. Mills.

The Results: 
Dr. Mills attributes his practice’s growth to what he’s doing 
with The Smart Chiropractor. Our systems have enabled him 
to have a simple solution to increase his new patients as well 
as generate predictable reactivations. Dr. Mills closely monitors 
his patient retention and currently estimates that 85% of his 
new patients are re-activations from previous patients. This 
helps him have consistent, compounding practice growth. 

85% are 
re-activated 
= 25 patients 
per month 

$1,000 
average 

case value 

over $25,000 
dollars per 

month! 

30 new 
patients 

per month 

https://thesmartchiropractor.com/

